Wavestore Integrates
Intelico ANPR

The integration:
Wavestore’s integration with Honeywell
Galaxy Dimension allows Security Industry
Association (SIA) Level 4 compliant events
to be received by Wavestore’s Video
Management Software (VMS) in order to
deliver a truly unified security solution that
combines powerful video, data and audio
management with leading Intruder Detection
capability.

Server side
Wavestore VMS servers and the Intelico ANPR system are connected to each other via the network
with H.264 video streams from ANPR capture cameras initially streamed to, and recorded by, the
Wavestore server and then restreamed to the Intelico system. This negates the need to send two
streams from the camera. Data is then pushed from the Intelico system into the Wavestore server
when an event occurs – such as when a car number plate is read.
This data is sent to, stored in, and accessed from the Wavestore metadata engine, which is an option
you must include when specifying your Wavestore VMS edition. The data pushed to the Wavestore
metadata database by the Intelico system can be associated with any number of cameras, adding
powerful visual verification and bringing enhanced operator decision-making to an integrated security
solution.
The Wavestore VMS can be installed on Wavestore’s own range of servers, or on a host of
compatible third-party brands, providing video, data and recording management across the endcustomer’s site. The Intelico system provides full number plate enrolment, administration, control and
management across the end-customer site.

Key features:
• Within the Intelico system, users are
also able to define custom groups of
number plates, such as VIP or black lists,
that can be pushed to the Wavestore
server and a total of five groups can have
actions associated to them in real time,
such as automatically moving a camera,
open a barrier or alert security staff. Post
event, Wavestore is able to display video
from any number of list name searches

• Benefit from adding overview cameras
to ANPR cameras, providing better
situational awareness

• Automate a host of functions, such as
open barrier, alert security staff, move
cameras etc. for up to 5 number plate
lists/groups

• Adds powerful post-event search
functionality to ANPR applications

Client side
Wavestore’s WaveView client software application can be installed on multiple client machines to
access the Wavestore server(s). WaveView provides complete live monitoring and playback control
of cameras and other devices, as well as enabling data from the Intelico system to be monitored and
controlled from the same screen.
In addition, it is possible to overlay both individual number plate details and number plate list/group
details upon capture to any number of associated cameras. This allows an operator to view live
video, search for events or manage triggers linked from access control events either in real time as
they happen or via post-event interrogation. Operators are then able to easily stitch together video
from time synchronised events using Wavestore’s 3-click evidential export function. Users are also
able to search for specific number plates or number plate groups via WaveView, to quickly bring up
event lists and associated video, incorporating IF, AND, OR functionality to search for number plates
that have entered a specific entrance, for example.

• Open VMS platform that unlocks the
full potential of your integrated security
solution. Easily add technology such as
Access Control, Video Analytics and other
devices to your system with ease of user
control and administration

What to order
To enable Intelico ANPR integration with Wavestore’s VMS, please
order the following for each Wavestore NVR/HVR:
INT-WS-INTELICO-01 - Integration module for full one-way
communication between Wavestore and Intelico. Order one per
Wavestore NVR/HVR.
The Intelico integration module is compatible with Premium,
Enterprise and Ultimate level channel licenses.
If you require any additional assistance, please contact
Wavestore via: info@wavestore.com

About Wavestore
Wavestore, the British developer of innovative open platform Video Management Software (VMS), supports you every step of the way to help you
effortlessly unlock the full potential of your client’s security solutions and maximise their return on investment, while providing you with a reliable and
independent open platform VMS partner who can make even the most complex integrations simple.
Completely independent and open-platform, Wavestore’s VMS delivers powerful video recording, storage and event management coupled with seamless
integration to third party devices and sub-systems - including cameras, access control, advanced video analytics, intruder detection, EPoS and video
walls, to name but a few, from the world’s leading vendors.
Wavestore’s ‘One screen, total control’ philosophy makes it possible to manage everything from the smallest standalone site to the largest and most
complex multi-site and multi-technology security solutions efficiency and easily from a single client computer or mobile device, bringing together video,
audio and metadata to fully meet the requirements of your specific application.

Website: wavestore.com
Contact: info@wavestore.com

About Intelico
Accuplate’s advanced recognition engine provides industry leading accuracy and speed for vehicle access control.
Integration is seamless with most major camera and hardware manufacturers and provides total controllability via the simple to use operator interface.
The system is designed to handle the challenges that face an ANPR system such as weather, damaged plates or foreign characters, poor lighting in
covered environments, tailgating and speed or angle of approach.

Website: intelico.com
Contact: sales@intelico.com
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